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ABSTRACT 
The evolution of Iranian’s notions in Sasanian dynasty is understood not only from political and 

religious ideals but also can be better understood from design of clothes. By watching weaving 

art, designs and their complex patterns which had been made with special skills, one can 

understand that the society of Sasanian age was so preoccupied and the people had a civilized 

life. Designs and patterns of weaving textilesof Sasanianage were so wonderful and pretentious 

and this feature was the cause of its fame. Iranian designs were acceptable and  ideal not only in 
the scope of Iranian culture but  also in  the  north  of  Africa, middle east, central Asia , Europe,  

China,  and even in a remote country like Japan. Designs  and patterns of Sasanisn age were  not  

just limited  to  that range  but they were also  continued  after that  in Bizans and  Islam  world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Weaving  of Sasanian range, is one of  the most  illustrative  reasons  that shows  the  enormity of  this age. 

Most of the researchers and historians of Sasanian range believe that this age is one of the most important ages 

in history in the case of weaving and clothing. The  mentioned textiles  are   so famous that you can find half  of 

the  magnificence  and  enormity of this age in the development  of  industries  including  weaving  

industries.(Gholam  Reza Masoudi;1374;p.154) 

 The significance of this age is especially signalized after the domination of Arabs on Iran. Because every 

Iranian’s special  subjects were  forcedly  overshadowed  by the  tact and fashion  of  Arabs except  weaving  

industry which  remained  so unchanged in Sasanian dynasty that  one  cannot  find  any difference  in quality  

between the   textural  before  and  after  Islam. 

 Dalkani in his logbook, from Khorasan to Bakhtiari, wrote about the cloth weaving industry in that age. 

“Weavingindustry of Iran was so important in ancient times and it reached to its’ perfection. Weavers used 

expensive stuffs like silk and silver wire and gold in the textiles and weaved so precious and wonderful textiles.  

(Shirazi; 1382; p.79) 

 Today some models of these valuable textiles are protected in European museums and old churches. 

 

Sasanian dynasty: 

 In the year of 226 A.D. one of the grandsons of  

 Sasan who was a magus of Persia named Artaxerxes (Babakan Artaxerxes) beat the last remnant of 

Parthian, and after he dominated on Tisfun, based Sasanian dynasty on the base of his Persian ancestry. 

(Peyman Matin; 133; p.25) 

 

Weaving in Sasanian dynasty: 

 In Sasanian time, Iran was  the intermediate between east and west  in trading silk so inevitably Iranian not 

only use Chinese silk for weaving costly textiles but also they themselves started producing Chinese silk  in 

Iran. 

 That’s why the weavers of Iran in Parthian time were famous for weaving Chinese and Iranian silk. His 

silky textiles of Iran were so beautiful that even the people of China liked them and bought them and took them 

to their country. Aurel Stein, a famous English orientalist, found some of them in Khotan. Paul Pelliton, a 

French scientist, found some of them in Touen houang cave in China. There are even some of these textiles in 

royal treasure of Shosoin in Nara in Japan which was closed by Shomu, The emperor of Japan in 728 A.D. 

(Saeid Nafisi; 1383; p.229). Some other discoveries have been done in silky way especially in Loulan state and 

mines by by the group of Kozlov  in Mongolia and Noin-oul in Gharakhta. 
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 Gruse, in civilization history, stated that:  the Sasanian textiles were so enormous that, as Emil Mal noted, 

even China which itself was the country of silk simulated the Iranian design in weaving pongee. (Rene Gruse; 

1368; p.222)  

 Silky textiles of Iran were also so marvelous in west that Justin, the emperor, could hardly get the 

exclusivity rightof their weaving for the workers ofpizantic.  Tis made manyof Syrianworkers come back to Iran 

and after that another emperor, Justin, could get this permission from sasanian king so the people of Saghd 

weaved textiles just for the people of Rome. 

 Silk and its export fromIran toRome was permanently a main political problem betweenIran and Rome.  

(saeid Nafisi 1383; p.229) 

 The church of Bizans condemned the Iranian act of weaving textiles by silkworms and embellishingthem by 

pebbles and patterns.  But after the inflorescenceof trading saintremainder in Christian age, especially after cross 

wars a lot of pieces of silk textiles travel to west. Because to carry a  related remainder, for example an ankle  

belong to a  saint, from east to Europe it  should be put in a worthy textile to heighten the value of this 

insignificant memory.(Klaus Sheep; 1383; p.163) 

 

Main cities in producing clothes: 

 In early middle centuries,   Khuzestan was one of the big centers of weaving in Iran. Ahwaz and Shushtar 

were two main cities of Khuzestan. In those old days these two cities were main centers of weaving industries of 

Khuzestan. (Pikoloskya; 1367; p.323). 

 By making  and developing  weaving  workshops  in Mesopotamia  Persia  and Khuzestan and  making a 

proper background for developing  various  kinds of textural,  Sasanian  government  could  acquire the  world  

markets. (Mohammad Reza Ryazi; 1382; p.32) 

 Christian San says:  second    Shapur settled the prisoners, whom were arrested from Amida, between Shush 

and Shushtar and other cities of Ahwaz.  These prisoners circulate new kinds of silk weaving and gold weaving 

in those cities. (Christian San; 1384; p.90) 

 Masoudi (died in 956 A.D) mentioned the attack of second Shapur to Mesopotamia, Amer and other sub 

states of Rome. Shapur transmigrate the townspeople of these cities to Shush, Shushtar and other cities of 

Ahwaz state. These people gave birth to children and migrated to these cities and they, from then, started to 

weave Shushtarian textiles and other kinds of silky clothes in Shushtar, Ahwaz and Shush and weaved curtains 

and rugs in the cities of Nasibin and Manutei. (Pigoloskaya; 1367; p.338) 

 The raw materials and colors used in weaving the popularize colors of that age were red, sky blue and 

green. (Jalil Ziapur; 1347; p.110)  The colors in those days were not so various and people often used dark 

colors. Most of the remained textiles from those days are blue and white. There is a big piece of wool needle 

worked cloth in Armitazh in Leningrad (San Peters burg) which is the best and the most beautiful cloth 

remained from those days. This textile has the shape of a rooster and has been weaved in seven colors.(Saeid 

Nafisi; 1383; p.235) 

 Hune Tese Yang says: Iranian society is made from skin, wool, felt or patterned silk. They regularize their 

hair andtheir head is bare.(Christian Sen; 1384; 338) 

 Iranian also used the fair wool of goat. This fair wool engendered in winter and vanished in spring. Iranian 

combed this hair to detach it from the body of goat. Then they mixed this wool with silk. This made the act of 

coloring easier.(pigoloskaya; 1386; p.335) 

 Primia says: The most  noticeable  thing is the costly clothes people  worn because it shows that  the  

weaving  industry was  so advanced  in  Sasanian time. (Hassan Pirnia and Abbas Eghbal; 137; 273) 

 Royal workshops had an important role in weaving industry of Iran. Indeed the most beautiful textiles were 

those weaved by silk and golden strings or those made by wool and needle worked by golden strings.  The 

patterns on the textiles were mostly the scenes of hunting. (Fereidunpur Bhaman; 1386; p.160) 

 

Iran’s export: 

 One of  the  greatest export of Iran in that age was  its  textural which  was  made in  various designs  and 

patterns including  plants and flowers  and  pictures of animals  which were so popular at  that time. 

 Brocade textural was also a lot. The textiles made by silk, skin,  bird feather, purled clothes  and  wool   

clothes  also  were a  great help for  the  export of  Iran. 

 (Hassan Pirnia; 1362; p.407) 

 

Varieties of textiles: 

 Noticing the variouslithographs you can see so much varietyin the clothes of kings, gods and mahouts. 

Sometimes they adorn the clothes with cloud blobs which are called fortunate clouds whose idea had been got 

from China. 

 Sometimes they adorn the clothes with tetramerous flowers organized differently on one part of the cloth in 

the shape of chess or pearl and jewel. Sometimes they also sewed up real pearl on cloth. There also some shapes 
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of animals on the clotheslike ibex, bear, duck, heron or composed patterns like ducks surrounded with rhombus 

leaves.(Christian Sen; 1384; p. 337) 

 About twenty five various textiles can be seen in lithographs of Sasanian, and now there are more than sixty 

kinds of these textiles in the museums of India and Europe which itself shows the enormous varieties of textiles 

in that age. (Saeid Nafisi; 1381; p. 235) 

 The patterns in clothes show not only the extent of conceptualization and conception of Iranian artisans but 

also show the extent of Sasanian kingdom which contained various climates and weathers. So there can be seen 

so various fable  animals on the textiles like phoenix and roc with the head of dragon andtail of peacock, winged 

horse  and cow, different kind of desert animals like hog and horse, and forest animals like duck with especial 

Sasanian tapes  around their necks, and different sea animals like duck, goose, and fish. Among geometric 

shapes, the most noticeable ones are different kinds of circles, oval and diamond or circles made of horn, leaf, 

and acyclic lines. (Saeid Nafisi; 1381; p. 235) 

 

Women Clothes: 

 The clothes of women in Sasanian age was mostly consisted of a frilled long robe which was sometimes 

fastened under the breasts with a   strip. Sometimes they also made more frill in the skirt of the dress by a more 

piece of cloth. These dresses had long sleeves to wrist and had a simple, round collar. Another kind of these 

dresses has been put on by the woman with a fan in her hand in Bishapur which has been made by a fair, fine 

cloth with cricoid sleeves. Its color is sky blue but the belt which is around its waist (under the breast) is orang. 

Women also put on pants just like men’s. Sasanian women used some veils which were used in former ages, 

too. (Mhammad RezaChit saz; 1386; p. 15) 

 The  women clothes  of  this age was a  long  dress with long  sleeves  or  sometimes  it  was sleeveless. It 

also had a belt under the breasts or maybe it had no belts. (Peyman Matin; 1383; p.29) 

 

Men Clothes: 

 Men clothes consisted of a long mantle with   long narrow sleeves and a V shaped collar   and its skirt was 

hemicycle. There were shorter kinds of mantles which had long narrow sleeves with a V shaped collar. People 

of Sasani also put a kind of short cape on their shoulders which cover half of the back of the body. Two ends of 

this cape were attached to each other with two big buttons on top and near the neck. 

 

Pants: 

 The pants of Sasanian age were broad and frilled; they also differed from the frilled pants of Parthian. The 

pants were broad and had lateral frill. Each leg, from ankle to gusset, was separated from the other leg and made 

a unit rectangle.  (FereidunPurbahman; 1386; p.191) 

 

Conclusion: 

 Sasanian  government  who  was  fully aware  of the importance of this  industry, protect it in early of  its  

reign  and make  aproper   context  to its progress by making  and  developing  weaving  workshops in 

Mesopotamia ,  Persia, and Khuzestan and  could be  able  to  overcome the world markets  by producing  

various kinds of textural. 

 These wonderful designs  and  patterns  include various  kinds  of geometric  designs, domestic shapes  of 

animals, birds, flowers, and plants of  Iran  country and fancy and  mythical animals  which were used  on those 

remnants by artists  from  sixth millenary B.C. to Sasanian age. 

 These designs were not  only a faithful imitation   from nature , but the religion and literature of  Iran was 

also a   help  for  artists  to make  such simple and,  at the same time, wonderful patterns  with deep affection. 
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